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I	
  knew summer was not yet over when I saw Simon Orebi Gann in a pair of natty shorts parading a fine set of knees
for all to see and admire. Yes indeed the sun shone on the righteous and assorted Morgan drivers at Snetterton for the
last Aero Challenge Round of the season, and I was present in person to observe and record events as they unfolded.

I won’t bore you with a blow-by-blow account of the race – Mrs Bailey already having spilt the beans – but
will endeavour to capture in prose the essence of Morgan racing, and the characters involved.
Arriving early (by my standards) at the circuit it was nice to see all of the teams cloistered in a convenient
spot in the Paddock, as this saved a lot of walking around searching for information and photo opportunities,
so important for us media types. Despite the fact that four drivers were in contention for the ultimate prize in
Morgan racing there was little sign of tension around the place, although the Brands Hatch man did seem a
trifle distracted as he tinkered with his motor. Phil Thomas looked relaxed presumably resigned to being a
rank outsider, while Tim Parsons spent a lot of time mucking about with his Supersport, but looked happy
enough. Tony Hirst with a massive support crew worthy of an F1 team, obviously had nothing to concern
himself with.
The Aero mob were first out for qualifying and it was no surprise to see Keith Ahlers plonk his big blue V8
on pole, and have Phillip Goddard settle in alongside him on the front row. Well they do have Class ‘A’ cars
so jolly well ought to be fastest. Andrew Thompson headed row two in his familiar ARV6, and it was
Dominic House masquerading as Stuart Anderson in ‘Bumble’ taking fourth place, and Simon Orebi Gann
making it three ARV’s in succession. The main protagonists lined up in 6th spot, Phill T, with John Milbank,
intruding between, Tony Hirst 8th, Tim Parsons, 9th, and Brett Syndercombe 10th. Brett had Jack Bellinger
and James Sumner sitting right behind him, so no pressure there them

Come the race all went to plan for Tim, who coasted to a class win and fastest lap, thus ensuring himself of
the Title, The other challengers all duly won their class, but none of that mattered any way. It was all over.

Congratulations to Tim, but why must the Peter Collins tea tray stay in Scotland all the time?

Keith’s one hundredth win will have to wait until next season following his car spewing it’s oil over the
track at Coram Curve, sending him into a terminal spin, and causing alarums and excursions for several
other drivers. All of this drama caused the race to be flagged early, as the spillage was too great to be sorted
out by flags alone, several drivers explaining that because of the expanse of grass at that point it was hard to
spot the oil flag from the driving seat.

Phillip Goddard was declared the winner, with’ Bumble’, and Dominic House next up, and a delighted Phil
Thomas taking his second podium of the year. Simon OG fed up with his ARV6 opined he might well get
rid of it following his clutch failure on the first lap. With Andrew’s faux pas at the start it was not a good
day for ARV’s, despite Dom’s placing.
Peter Cole was adjudged Driver of the Race, visibly chuffed at the awards ceremony, and I have to say it
was well deserved.

.
Was it all over? Not really because there was still the Oliver Cup to be decided, but more of that later.

Bob Bull

